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                Tommy Chong’s Nice Dream Sleep Shots 12pk

                


                
                $48.00
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                        Size: 
30 servings 
per container
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                        Type of CBD:  
100% Full Spectrum 
Nano-CBD

                    


                
                The perfect solution for a blissful night's sleep.
 
                Say goodbye to restless nights and embrace the tranquility that awaits you with our specially crafted sleep shots.
 
                
                
                    Designed to promote deep relaxation and restore your body's natural sleep-wake cycle, Nice Dreams Sleep Shots are formulated to help you get the deepest, most restorative sleep of your life WITHOUT harsh chemicals or pharmaceutical drugs.

                    Formulated for daily maintenance and health, it’s the same formula found in our Nice Dreams tinctures! 


                            The value of proper sleep for your health can not be overstated.


                            Sleep quality has been linked to (among other things):



                
                	Appetite
	Energy Level
	Mental
	Mood
	Digestion
	Metabolism
	Sensitivity to pain
	Libido
	Long term brain health
	and more



                Nice Dreams Sleep Shots are formulated specifically to support deep, restful sleep.

                    Each 2-ounce shot of

                    Tommy Chong’s Nice Dreams Shots are also…

                

                
                Read more....

                
                	Made From 100% American Grown Hemp
	Full-spectrum blend of active cannabinoids to let you experience the full power of the “entourage effect”
	3rd Party Lab tested to guarantee purity, potency and safety
	Guaranteed Less than 0.3% THC content to “heal without the high”
	Gluten Free
	GMO Free
	Soy Free


                
                Plus, these shots aren’t intoxicating or psychoactive, so they help to heal without the high.
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                        +
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                Who is this for?

                Nice Dreams Sleep Shots are truly for anyone who needs to get a great night’s sleep.

                Prime your body and mind to tackle the day ahead with the power of nano CBD.

                Unlike its cousin THC, CBD is not intoxicating or psychoactive, so it helps to heal without the high.
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            In addition to helping you get the best sleep of your life, hemp can be used to naturally calm different issues people face in their day-to-day lives. Research shows it aids in:

            	
                    [image: ]
                    Muscle Relief
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                    Calming Nerves
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                    Supporting 
A Health Mood
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                    May Help Relieve 
Stiff Joints

                


            It also has antioxidant properties as well to keep your body and mind in tip top shape.
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                How to Use:
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                        So, every night before bed, drink one, 2 ounce shot for the best sleep of your life! Then go about your normal bedtime routine.
  
                    


                
                We recommend taking your Sleep Shot about 30 minutes before you intend to fall asleep.
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                        Size

                    


            

            
                 12 shots, 2 ounces each
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                         Type of CBD

                    


            

            
                 100% Full Spectrum Hemp Derived CBD**

                 
**All Tommy Chong’s Full Spectrum Hemp Products are hemp derived and comply with federal standards, containing no more than 0.3% THC. Full Spectrum products like this one do contain non-psychoactive amounts of THC. If you choose a full-spectrum product, please understand you run the risk of failing a drug test.

                 If you are concerned about THC content, we suggest trying our Nano CBD Tinctures, as there is no trace of THC to worry about.
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                         Dose

                    


            

            
                 The suggested serving size of Tommy Chong’s Nice Dreams Shots is one bottle, which is 2 ounces.
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                         What’s in there?

                    


            

            
                The Ingredients in Tommy Chong’s Nice Dream Sleep Shots have been chosen because of their proven efficacy at providing deeper, more restful sleep.
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                                    Full Spectrum Nano-CBD
                                    Full Spectrum CBD in its most bioavailable form, can help to calm the mind and support deep, restorative sleep.
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                                    Melatonin
                                    Melatonin is produced by your body to signal the onset of sleep. This potent neurotransmitter is all-natural and included to help maximize your ability to enter deep sleep states.
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                                    GABA
                                    GABA is a neurotransmitter involved in many processes in the brain and is partly responsible for the cellular repair that happens during sleep.
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                                    Cordyceps Sinensis
                                    Often called the ultimate anti-aging solution…Cordyceps Sinensis mushrooms were first discovered thousands of years ago in the mountains of China, and researchers are only now beginning to understand the power of these almost magic plants.

                                    Cordyceps has been studied for its ability to promote:

                                    	Longevity
	Brain Health
	Improved Mood and Focus
	Heart Health
	And so much more


                                

                            

                    
                

                
                In addition to the above, our Sleep Shots contain natural and artificial flavors, plus sucralose and stevia as sweeteners.

                
                In order to keep both products shelf stable, it also contains Potassium Sorbate and Sodium Benzoate.
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                         Testing Process

                    


            

            
                Tommy takes his CBD very seriously, so all of the hemp we use is tested at harvest to ensure the absence of pesticides, heavy metals and other toxins. Then it is minimally processed to extract the valuable terpenes and phytocannabinoids.
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                    All tinctures are manufactured and bottled in our GMP-certified facility, and 3rd-party lab tested.

                

                
                Every drop is guaranteed to be 100% potent, pure, and safe.
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                    Every product purchased from Tommy Chong’s CBD is backed by our no-questions asked lifetime money-back guarantee.
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                        What Sets Us Apart

                    


            

            
                Tommy Chong's CBD is sourced from the best hemp plants in America and carefully extracted using only the gentlest and purest methods. Then it is scientifically formulated and blended into the most unique hemp-based products on the market, designed to support optimal health in every part of your body- morning, noon and night.
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            Follow Us

            @HEYTOMMYCHONG
        

        2.6 Million Followers On Instagram
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These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.








        














